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Industry Outlook



201,000
Number of health clubs around the world



Global Fitness Industry Outlook

● Total industry revenue was estimated to be US$54.2 billion in 

2021

● There has been a significant increase in number of gym-

goers post-lockdown

● Online fitness has seen the greatest growth in the industry 
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Importance of Sustainability

● Increasing awareness amongst the public about the effects 

of climate change

● Industry’s massive global reach presents a unique 

opportunity to positively influence human behaviour

● 80% of investors recognise that companies that build 

sustainability are better performing
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Impact of Gyms



Impact of Fitness Events



Impact of Athleisure
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Eco-Conscious Gyms



Sustainable Athleisure



Being More Inclusive

● Hiring candidates from a diverse background range

● Marketing their gym to a variety of people

● Rise of online classes has opened up opportunities for gyms 

and studios as well as customers
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About

● London’s first earth-friendly and human-powered gym

● Furniture is made out eco-friendly and reclaimed materials 

while its gyms are single-use plastic-free environments

● Spin bikes are used to generate electricity that power the 

gym
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The Future of Fitness

● An increasing number of gyms are going “green” with a focus 

on their operational practices and messaging to customers

● Online workout classes are here to stay

● Focus on bringing more equity, diversity and inclusion to the 

industry


